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Dear friends and colleagues,
since the end of the summer of 2019 through the
reserved area in our website www.coam-spa.com, and
exactly at the internet address www.coamhub.it, we have
started to offer the first technical and informative contents,
enriching the hub with technical data sheets, video tutorials,
pdf manuals and much more.
The COAM hub is becoming a meeting point among
technicians, designers, trade and marketing personnel and
professionals in general in the world of the vertical movement
of people and goods.
Always through the COAM HUB and the conference
calls we are proposing moments of information, training and
sharing of experiences, to carry out direct or remote
assistance interventions by our technicians and designers,
who assist companies in the assembly of our components in
the installations of elevators and hoists which use the
components produced by us..
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www.coamhub.it is promoted by COAM, a historic
company in the market of components for lifts and hoists
since 1962; the company mainly deals with producing
components for hydraulic lifts and hoists, but with an
increasingly attentive look at the world of lifts and hoists in
general, also considering the interest from a technical point
of view and the continuous collaboration with companies that
deal with design, marketing and installation not only of
hydraulic lifts and hoists but in general of vertical handling
with the help of cable lifts.
COAM HUB, since the first months of 2020, has also
started to publish its magazine, based on video
communication, a magazine that both companies and direct
customers of COAM, and in general the companies in the
lifts and goods lifts sector, have particularly liked.
This form of communication is immediate and constant
and, due to the fact that it is structured both in English and in
Italian, it is successful at international level, to the point the
companies themselves in the sector send us information
material on their products and activities to be published,
videos to distribute or connect, which we do with joy,
because we believe in collaboration and sharing of
information for the continuous development of the sector; in
this regard, I would like to point out our editorial staff which is
always available for interviews and publications by writing to
info@coam-spa.com
Communication through digital media is important for
us and we are passionate about it more and more every day.
We think that, precisely in a historical moment like this,
communication has become paramount for companies,
managers, technicians and in general for those who work in
the world of lifts and freight elevators, even using remote
communication systems.
Engr. Marco Santel
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Bucher Hydraulics "iValve"
on the front cover
COAM, in the realization of its components for hydraulic lifts, is very attentive to the
selection of devices to be used and uses only high quality products, ultra tested, proved
reliability and durability.
This is the case of "iValve" by Bucher Hydraulics, the valve with technically unique
properties that can optimize the driving behavior of elevators independently.
Bucher Hydraulics, the leading international company in the production of innovative
hydraulic drives and controls for mobile and stationary hydraulics, has been working with
COAM for more than 30 years and the combination always generates important and high
quality installations.
Obviously this type of filming can only be done by technical staff authorized to enter
the elevator machine room and shaft.

▼ iValve: intelligent and unique elevator control valve
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Kleemann hydraulic lifting systems
A safe and soft vertical journey in a panoramic Kleemann elevator inside a shopping
center in Eastern Europe.
Kleemann is one of the most important companies in the field of the construction of
elevators for the vertical transport of people and things.
The company uses components manufactured by COAM and collaborates with a
network of highly qualified dealers and installers worldwide.

▼ Kleemann Roped Hydraulic elevator at Lootsi 8, 10151 Tallinn, Estonia
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Hydraulic lift built in 1982
perspective of machine room and shaft
Un A hydraulic lift built in 1982 by Heinzerling/Siegen still operates as if it were the
first day.
In the video you can see in detail how the lift works, the stop at the floor seen from
the base of the elevator shaft, the hydraulic pump with the oil container used and the lifting
piston.
Hydraulic lift systems always have their appeal, especially for their simplicity and
durability.

▼ Hydraulic elevator built in 1982 by Heinzerling / Siegen - capacity 450kg
shaft view - motor room view
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Five days together
We see the images of two interesting
video reports that filmed at work the
technicians who physically take care of the
assembly of a hydraulic elevator in 5 days.
In these videos you can see some of
the typical phases of the installation of a
hydraulic lift.
In the first video it is an elevator with 4
stops, capacity 8 people, declared capacity
630 kg.
►

In the second elevator, also of GMV, we
see the editing of a video shot in time lapse.
◄

GMV is an Italian multinational company that
has been bringing its technology to the world
for over 50 years. https://www.gmv.it/
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Travel in a "machine room"
of an hydraulic
Otis installation
Our wanderings in this COAM
magazine brings us among the various
video reports on the net.
The focus is to "poke around" in the
elevator machines signed by the worldwide
top companies, to come in touch with the
high technology used by these historic
elevator brands and their partners around
the world.

▲ Machine Room Tour: In-Depth look at a submersible pump
unit of an Otis hydraulic elevator

▼ Machine Room Tour: Otis Series 5 Hydraulic Elevator

Otis is a historical partner of COAM,
which for many years has built and builds
hydraulic components for the most
important companies in the sector, among
which is proud to include Otis.
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Tour in an engine room
for hydraulic lift Schindler 330A
STL brings us to the heart of a machine room dedicated to a Schindler hydraulic lift
system, in this specific case: "Machine Room Tour of a Schindler 330A Hydraulic Elevator";
in this video we can see the beating heart of this system.
Obviously, Schindler’s quality is always at the highest level, such as the quality of its
commercial and technical partners.

▼ Machine Room Tour of a Schindler 330A Hydraulic Elevator
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Crash test to test lift limits

Interesting how this video shows
some of the crash tests on cable elevators.
Of course, these are crash tests, and so
they’re simulated and controlled accidentsi.
What happens to a falling elevator? ►

Also worth seeing is the free fall test
carried out by Kone, a leading company in
the elevator industry, which with excellent
animation simulates the limit tests of its
elevators.
Testing the limits - The Free-Fall Test ►
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COAM House Organ dedicated to information about technologies,
sustainability, solutions, design and events in the area of the vertical lifting
of people and goods through the use of hydraulic elevators and car lifts.
Review of videos, information and images from all over the world.
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Notes: In Coam Hub periodic webinars dedicated to vertical transport technologies are
waiting for you. Participation is for operators in the sector in https://www.coamhub.it - the
subscription is free.
Do you want us to talk about you? Tell us what you’re doing, which technologies you use
and which solutions you present in the elevator area and in the vertical lifting of people and
goods.
Technicians, designers, entrepreneurs and company managers who wish to be contacted
to illustrate solutions, products, projects and offers for the webinar or for communication
campaigns towards B2B market can contact the editorial office. Interviews, articles and
editorials are free and published at our discretion.
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